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The Trendcoulur fort he Summer: Primrose Yellow 

Every Year there are coming a lot of new trends from fashion, furniture to food and a 

lot more. But every year there are a few colours that you can see in all of them. 

StyleLounge.com shows you the most spring- and summerfull of all: Primrose  Yellow.  

 

 

A yellow for everybody! 

The primerose yellow from this year is a lot brighter, shinier and more pure than the 

ones from the years before. Compared to the dirty Mustard Yellow this one will suit 

more different types of people and almost everyone can wear it. We will show you, how 

you can combine it the best.   

 

All over! 

Who isn‘t standing in front of their closet every 

morning and tries to find something that is easy to 

match, but still looks amazing? With an Jumpsuit it 

is totally easy and this springfull colour is still an 

amazing eyecatcher! Just add some simple 

sandals or hells, a basic nude make up and you are 

ready to go and totally trendy! 
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As a statement Pants! 

For everyone who likes to mix different styles and 

clothing pieces ist this outfit from the Bogger 

Verena ( : Whoismocca) perfect. She shows how 

to combine the primrose pants with just an easy 

white shirt and a flowerd jacket. With the beautyful 

yellow colour in the coat that is also in the pants it 

looks totally harmonic and perferct for a daily 

street style, but also super chick for a Party. 

 

 

 

An accessoy to spice up! 

Karlie Kloss shows us in her street style, how easy 

you can go from a casual black and white look to 

an amazing fashion style with just adding a bag in 

the trendclour yellow. With a such simple 

combination you will directly be top styled and you 

can´t do anything wrong! 

This style is espacially amazing for fashion 

starters, because it doesn‘t matter if you are adding 

a hat, a bag or simple yellow shoes - if the look 

stays simple, the accessory shine even more! 
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How does the colour Primrose Yellow efffects your Surrounding? 

Since the antique the colour yellow stands fort he sun and the light. But the colour of a 

flower, like a Primerose shows espacially the start of summer. So, if you sattle on this 

trend you will welcome the summer and you will spread happiness and a good mood 

that won‘t stop – not even in the fall!  

 

 

About StyleLounge 

StyleLounge offers the first direct price comparison and availability-check of fashion and 

lifestyle products on the internet. Shortly after its foundation, the Hamburg-based company 

managed to unify over 300 online shops with more than 3 million products from over 10,000 

brands on its platform. Founded in 2014, e-commerce experts Kay Schllaaf and Guido Lange 

as well as CTO Alexander Thiel are leading a team of 40 employees to provide customers in 

six countries with an easy and price-conscious approach to fashion and lifestyle 

products. 
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